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To anyone interested in the history of cartography, the 
name Waiter Ristow is almost synonymous with American 
cartography. Ristow spent his working life in the Geog
raphy and Map Division of the Library of Congress, and 
was its Chief for many years. It is not surprising therefore 
that although his published works range far and wide 
across the fields of map curatorship, map collecting and 
cartography as well as the history of cartography, it is the 
history of American cartography that he has made his 
own territory. Indeed since his retirement in 1978 he has 
been Honorary Consultant in the History of American 
Cartography at the Library of Congress, an appointment 
which all historians of cartography will thank the Library 
for making. Although the present volume includes works 
and extracts of works published since 1962, its present 
form and extent represents, at least in part, the fruits of 
this Honorary Consultancy. 

By and large the volume adopts a chronological scheme, 
although most chapters, whether following the career of 
one of the cartographers, or following a type of mapping, 
for example urban plans or county atlases, overlap the 
time span of neighbouring chapters to a greater or lesser 
extent. Thus, initial chapters surveying the cartography of 
North America up to the outbreak of the colonists' 
rebellion, of the subsequent war, and of the first few years 
of independence are followed by one on DeWitt, who 
served firstly in the Continental Army and later as 
Surveyor-General of New York, filling the latter post from 
1784-1834. The review of his life therefore spans more 
than a third of the period in hand, and indeed it is not 
until Chapter 15 that we fmd the main time frame moving 
on. The early period is covered in four regional chapters 
(the New England, Middle, Southern and Trans
Appalachian States) and by four chapters on atlases and 
including the work of Carey, Colles, Ebeling, Melish, 
Tanner and Mills. 

Chapter 15 covers navigational charts and guides from 
Sellar's English Pilot of 1689 to the Lake Survey of the 
1840s, and the following chapter provides a similar over
view of urban cartography from 1683 (Philadelphia) to 
the insurance maps of the end of the nineteenth century, 
while the next two chapters "Other map publishers of the 
engrading period" and "The lithographic revolution" are 
similarly broad in scope as their titles suggest. 

However with the next half dozen chapters Ristow 
returns to studies of individual cartographers or carto
graphic houses. The middle years of the nineteenth century 
saw the rapid settlement of "Middle-America", and 
cartography underwent something of a renaissance. Titles 
like the Western Tourist and Emigrant's Guide catered for 
the earlier settlers, while in the older states the county 
map and county atlas made its appearance. This very 
popular product combined up-to-date surveys of the 
developing towns and countryside with engravings of 

notable buildings in the area including the farms and villas 
of subscribers. R.P. Smith, F.M. Walling and J. Gould are 
among the best known of these surveyors, but the activities 
of J.M. French, the Beers cousins, and many others are 
also documented by Ristow. One Beers cousin (and 
Ristow performs a signal service in sorting out the ramifi
cations of this cartographic clan) together with Warner 
and Higgins moved the centre of their attention westwards 
after the Civil War, to Illinois, Indiana, and the other 
Mid-Western states. The genre reached its zenith in the 
late 1870s; by 1890 it had almost died out as the more 
populous, and hence profitable, counties had been covered. 
A parallel development, frequently published by the same 
firms was the "state atlas". This too flourished in the 
post-civil war period; and its development is charted in 
Chapter 26. 

Ristow's last two chapters cover the Trans-Mississippi 
West and the Rand McNally Company. The former 
(Chapter 27) is a headlong race through from the Lewis 
and Clark expedition of 1804-6 to those of King, 
Wheeler, Hayden and the Powell surveys of 1867-9, 
mentioning the California gold rush and the forging of the 
railway links in passing. The brief mention of the latter is 
somewhat remedied in the final chapter, for Rand MeN ally 
was, in the last thirty years of the last century, best known 
as a railway map publishing house. It was also a bastion of 
cerography, or wax-engraving. Readers curious to follow 
up this technique are referred to Woodward's monograph 
(Woodward, 1977) while the history of railway mapping 
is treated by Modelski (1984). Similarly, the Trans
Mississippi West has received a comprehensive treatment 
by Wheat (1957-60). Indeed, compared with the earlier 
chapters, these last two seem very lightweight, and at the 
expense perhaps of a less "global" title for the whole 
book, could have been omitted without loss, for they 
compare unfavourably with the solid research of Ristow's 
earlier chapters on the North-Eastern and Mid-Western 
states and their cartographers. 

In any volume such as this, where illustrations of maps 
or portions of maps are a crucial part of the work, high 
quality reproduction is essential, but so often lacking. Not 
here: the illustrations are clear and highly legible down to 
the finest lettering, while the text is readably set in two 
columns. It would however have been even better if 
reduction factors or original sizes had been supplied for 
each illustration, as these clearly vary widely. 
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Despite such searching after perfection, it is certain 
that for the commercial cartography of the North-East 
and Mid-West from c. 1780 to c. 1880, a definitive and 
highly readable work has arrived. 
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COUNTY ATLASES OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
A bibliography compiled by Donald Hodson 
Volume /. Atlases published 1704 to 1742 and 
their subsequent editions 
Tewin, We1wyn: The Tewin Press, 1984. 
200pp. ISBN 0 9509149 0 8 £20.00 

For several years Donald Hodson has been compiling in 
a most painstaking way cartobibliographies of county 
maps. His Printed Maps of Hertfordshire has been taken as 
a model for at least two recent county bibliographies -
Sussex and Bedfordshire. In a short review it is neither 
possible nor appropriate to check the quality of this work: 
bibliographies are weighed by generations of users, not 
reviewers. Besides this reviewer's experience chimes with 
those of Professors Harvey and Harley who write warmly 
of Hodson's work in the advertising leaflet for this book: 
in Brian Harley's words Hodson is "the unchallenged 
master of English cartobibliographical scholarship". 
Anyone who has attempted to reconstruct the history of 
a multi-plate map or (more difficult still) atlas will 
appreciate the significance of that accolade. 

Between 1901 and 1914Sir H.G. Fordham and Thomas 
Chubb compiled several county bibliographies and Chubb's 
The Printed Maps in the Atlases of Great Britain and 
Ireland. A Bibliography 1579-1870 has remained the 
standard reference since its publication in 1927, only now 
being superseded by Hodson's work. Chubb arranged all 
the editions of a work under a single heading so that its 
publication history could be followed with the least effort. 
Harold Whitaker, who, starting with his native Yorkshire 
in 1933, published bibliographies of the maps of five 
counties departed from this practice, placing editions 
chronologically with cross-references to preceding or 
following editions: R.A. Skelton adopted Whitaker's 
method in his great work, County Atlases of the British 
Isles 1579-1703, first published in parts between 1964 
and 1970, as a single volume in 1970, and reissued in 
1978. 

A year before he died Skelton invited Donald Hodson 
to join him in finishing his work on county atlases. 
Hodson has in most respects reverted to Chubb's practice. 
The Whitaker/Skelton approach has merits - it gives a 
more readable barometer of the map trade over time and 
the works of rival cartographers competing with "new" 
editions can be seen together - but Hodson has rightly 
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concluded that the need to trace the history of a single 
work outweighs these merits. Moreover, in his Hertford
shire bibliography he made the important innovation of 
stating the secondary sources for each atlas map so that 
the genealogy of cartographic plagiarism can be traced 
with great clarity. 

In one respect Hodson has departed from Chubb and 
from his own practice in Hertfordshire by giving each 
edition of a work a separate number. Thus, for example, 
Emmanuel Bowen's Britannia Depicta appears in 17 
consecutive entries (149-165) from its first publication in 
1720 to a composite entry for editions after 1764. The 
number of entirely separate works described in this 
bibliography is rather small, especially if one ignores those 
items which are post-1704 editions of works described in 
their pre-1704 editions by Skelton. A hierarchical system 
might have been preferable: 149/1 to 149/17 rather than 
149 to 165. Hodson's justification lies in the problem of 
describing atlas production and revision (neatly summar
ized on pages xi-xiii) - an atlas, he points out, is a rather 
peculiar kind of book - but rather than simply stating the 
practical reasons for the arrangement he takes the user 
into the semantics of terminology. Having accepted 
(perhaps in the authority of his own model- Harvey and 
Thorpe's Warwickshire cartobibliography) that an 
impression pulled from a plate in a particular state may be 
termed an edition of that map, he then finds the common 
parlance, in which an atlas issued twice at the same date, 
or two different dates, with minor differences (perhaps 
different title pages) are called different editions, 
impossible to use. Eighteenth-century publishers did not 
distinguish, as modern publishers do, between reprinting 
with minor corrections and issuing a new edition. Hodson 
does not regard these as merely minor quibbles but there 
is a danger of cartobibliography losing sight of the prime 
need to provide a clear unambiguous guide for map users 
and librarians and being elevated into a theological pursuit 
in which the reader needs a concordance to cut through 
the bibliography itself. 

Hodson rightly insists that we understand the way 
stocks of individual maps were handled. A map seller in 
an age of expensive paper would often make up atlases 
from whatever stock he had to hand regardless of whether 
they were the latest impressions. Popular individual sheets 
would sell faster than others and tend to be replaced by 
newer impressions. Theoretically, therefore, the number 
of combinations of impressions collected behind a seem
ingly straightforward title page could be considerable: 
Hodson does not trouble with the arithmetic but calls 
such an atlas "unstable" and the extreme case of an atlas 
composed of sheets from other map sellers an atlas factice. 

What are we to make of Hodson's extraordinarily 
erudite research into the works of just 15 authors? Most 
of all we learn a lot about the London map trade. The 
complex publication history of the atlases themselves tells 
some of the story, though the number of surviving copies 
may still be too few to reveal a full picture. The appendices, 
however, are a real bonus: information on abortive 
schemes and incomplete sets of county maps; a chrono
logical list of atlases with the Chubb references; notes on 
the Bowles family and on the booksellers trade. And one 
of Hodson's great contributions is his trawl of the London 
newspapers and other sources of advertisement. I suppose 



it will be gratifying to librarians and collectors (and 
certainly the antique map trade) to be able to place their 
particular copies with greater precision and considerably 
less effort, but for the map user its general lesson is to 
reinforce what Hodson and others have already taught us, 
that without a thorough knowledge of the haphazard way 
in which maps and atlases were produced we will almost 
certainly misread and misunderstand their content. 

Paul Laxton 

THE SIX-INCH ORDNANCE SURVEY OF 
MANCHESTER AND VICINITY, 1848 
1:10 560 FACSIMILE EDITION 
Farnworth: Neil Richardson, 1985.45 sheets. 
£8.95 

The first edition six inch surveys of Lancashire and 
Yorkshire are the earliest accurate large scale surveys of 
complete counties. They depict the urban and rural land
scapes of the cradle of the industrial revolution in 
sufficient detail to plot cotton mill location, to identify 
individual terrace houses, to locate field boundaries, to 
fmd street names or farm buildings. There is consequently 
considerable interest in these maps, which are the prime 
cartographic source for anyone interested in the social, 
cultural and industrial history of the period. The original 
large sheets in both series are beginning to fetch very good 
prices on the secondhand market, particularly if in good 
condition, and if sheets cover urban areas. Copies in most 
libraries are becoming worn and damaged through overuse. 
Consequently access to the originals is becoming more 
difficult, particularly for those sheets covering the 
industrial towns of the region. 

Neil Richardson is therefore to be congratulated upon 
his publication at a very reasonable price of a facsimile 
edition of the six inch surveys covering Manchester and 
vicinity. The facsimile edition covers most of the Lancashire 
part of the Greater Manchester area, extending from 
Bolton and Rochdale in the north, to Stockport in the 
south. In 1848 this was not today's suburban sprawl, 
rather it was a number of isolated but dynamic mill towns 
separated by an agricultural landscape sloping up to the 
Pennine foothills in the east. He has chosen to break up 
the original full sheets into sections: thus 45 ·sheets have 
been issued, and to fit each full sheet on to four A3 sized 
pieces of paper, a reduction of 85.4% from the original 
scale was necessary. The sections are available in a brown 
envelope with an index diagram to relate maps to ground: 
each section has a new sheet number but no indication of 
the scale change. The quality of reproduction is on the 
whole quite good: the urban areas are however difficult 
to interpret on the original and the reduction renders 
some street names in Manchester unreadable. The other 
consequence of splitting the sheets is to dissect Manchester 
neatly into quarters and Stockport into two. The paper 
quality gets nowhere near to the standards set by Harry 
Margary. No further information is supplied with the 
maps. There is no explanation of the background to the 
compilation of the maps, no comment on the nature of 
Manchester in 1848. This is a great shame: a critical 
summary of the maps, the methods used in their compila
tion and their representation of the industrial revolution 
landscape of Cottonopolis and its surrounds would have 
very greatly enhanced the value ofthefacsimile. So would 

some explanation of the development of South East 
Lancashire as depicted on the map. Comparison with the 
Godfrey edition Ordnance Survey reprints illustrates that 
background textual description and other associated 
source material published with a facsimile can greatly 
enhance the use of the map. Facsimiles of county maps 
with detailed cartobibliographic analysis and explanation 
of the cartography also compare favourably with 
Richardson's reprint. 

All these criticisms ought to be born in mind and most 
stem from the cheap nature of the publication: you get 
what you pay for and despite its drawbacks Richardson's 
facsimile represents outstanding value for any individual 
or library with interests in the area, period or map. 

C.R. Perkins 

HAACK ATLAS ZUR ZEITGESCHICHTE 
345 x 243 mm, pp. viii + 72 + endpapers 
Gotha: VEB Hermann Haack Geographisch
Kartographische Anstalt, 1985. DM 38,
(32,- M der DDR) 

Anyone who has had any contact with German maps 
will know the imprint of Justus Perthes, Gotha. This 
publishing house was nationalized in 1952 and renamed 
in 1955 VEB Hermann Haack Geographisch-Karto· 
graphische Anstalt Gotha in honour of Hermann Haack 
(1872-1966), who worked for the firm from 1897 and 
who played a major part in the post-war rebuilding of 
the company. 

VEB Hermann Haack published a two volume Atlas zur 
Weltgeschichte in 1973 and 1975. To celebrate the two 
hundredth anniversary of the firm's foundation in 1985 a 
further volume was produced to cover the five years 
between the publication of the second volume of that 
historical atlas and 1980. This is the Haack Atlas zur 
Zeitgeschichte (Haack Atlas of Contemporary History). 
There are sixty pages of maps, eleven pages listing the 
states of the world (with their flags, capitals, population, 
units of currency, UNO membership date, and principal 
alliances), a page listing the abbreviations, and a page of 
explanation of general symbols. These last two pages 
follow German practice in coming at the end of the work 
rather than at the beginning. Until the user is very familiar 
with their content, they require frequent reference, and it 
might have been better to have them on fold-outs so as to 
be available whilst the reader is actually using the maps. 
The end-papers are used to provide an extremely good 
thematic index to the maps. 

Contemporary history is seen from an exclusively 
socialist viewpoint, the basic division followed throughout 
being into the socialist countries on the one hand and the 
imperialist states on the other. The atlas begins with a 
map shewing the world after the Great October Socialist 
Revolution, since this is seen as the major formative 
influence on· world history of the twentieth century. 
There follow political maps of the world after the Second 
World War and the world in 1980. A further map shews 
the development of the socialist world-system between 
1917 and 1980. After this introductory survey the editors 
deal in the bulk of their maps with the period 1976 to 
1980. The atlas is concluded by a map which gives a brief 
summary of developments between 1981 and 1984 (the 
editorial deadline for the work being 30 September 1984) 
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and a page listing principal peace-initiatives of the socialist 
and non-allied states and noting the armaments and 
confrontation policies of the USA. 

The period of 1976 to 1980 is seen by the editors as a 
time when the USSR, the DDR, and the other socialist 
states were able significantly to further the cause of peace, 
and as a time when imperialist interests suffered major set
backs not only in their policies but also in their economies. 
Evidence of the recent recovery is of course missed. 
Furthermore, coverage of the international scene inevitably 
reflects the Brezhnev era and cannot take account of the 
changes in attitude that have come about since Mr 
Gorbachev's accession to power in the USSR. 

The maps cover in detail the Warsaw Pact, the Comecon 
system, the DDR 's place in the socialist world, international 
worker/ communist movements, trade unionism, world 
peace movements, the United Nations Organization, and 
so on. The alliances of the capitalist countries and their 
trade are shewn, and there is a map displaying the 
"Economic Expansion of the USA, the BRD (West 
Germany), and Japan." Other sheets shew world industrial 
areas and world education. There is very clear coverage of 
peoples, races, religions, languages, and population. All 
the maps are clear and easy to read. They are provided 
with lucid and straightforward keys. The colours are well 
chosen to make the necessary distinctions, and though 
they are quite bright they do not obscure or render unclear 
the information printed on them. The layout is pleasingly 
clean and uncluttered - the user has no feeling of being 
presented with all sorts of detail irrelevant ~o the s~bject 
being covered by any particular map. There IS a consist~nt 
basic colour-scheme (the socialist countries all bemg 
shewn pink, for example) which is followed throughout 
and this makes for easy use. Certainly a vast amount of 
information is offered. 

The reader's reaction to this atlas will to a considerable 
extent depend on his political persuasions. However, for 
anyone with a specific interest in Eastern Europe in the 
modern period it is a work of great interest and significance. 
For other users who feel that they can understand and 
accept for working purposes the point. o~ ~iew of ~e 
editors it has a very great deal to offer If It IS used With 
the critical faculties fully alert. One might, for example, 
wish to doubt whether Italy in 1980 is one of the principal 
imperialist powers rather than just a developed capitalist 
country. Some will no doubt object to the fact that con
siderable detail is given of the military forces of the 
capitalist world, with numbers of nuclear weapons and 
details of range, whilst no such information is given for 
the Warsaw Pact states. And no doubt some will object to 
the fact that the Falkland Islands are also given the name 
ofMalvinas (though the English name does come first). 

Despite any such quibbles, this is a well-produced, w~ll
printed, interesting, and informative atlas, up to the high 
standards for which the publisher has been known through
out two centuries of existence. It certainly deserves a 
place in any map library, and it is worth purchase by any 
individual reader interested in the politics of Eastern 
Europe or any student of contemporary German affairs. 

J.V. Gough 
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THE NAMES OF TOWNS AND CITIES IN 
BRITAIN 
By W.F.H. Nicolaisen, Margaret Gelling and 
Melville Richards, London: Batsford, 1986. 
208 pp. ISBN 0 7134 52358 £6.95 (paperback) 

This is the first appearance in paperback form of a 
book which was originally published in 1970, a reprint 
which doubtless reflects the increasing interest in environ
mental matters in Britain. The study of place-names is by 
no means new but this book claims a number of firsts 
within the field. It is the first onomastic publication to 
ignore the boundaries between England, Wales. a~d 
Scotland, treating Great Britain as a whole. Only Pictish 
and Cornish were spoken in limited territories: all other 
linguistic strata - Old European, Welsh, Gaelic, Danish, 
Norse, Norman French and English are found in more 
than one of the three modern countries. For the first time 
it is possible for the reader to follow the geographical 
distribution of a particular influence. 

It is also the first cooperative analysis of place-names in 
Great Britain as a whole, and to achieve this three specialist 
authors have pooled their knowledge. Dr. Margaret Gelling 
of the English Place-Name Society covers for England 
and its borders, Professor Melville Richards of the 
University of Wales deals with Wales and its borders, and 
Professor W .F .H. Nicolaisen of the University of Edinburgh 
considers Scotland and its borders. 

The problem of the presentation 0f the data has been 
overcome by a lengthy explanatory introduction followed 
by an explanatory alphabetical dictionary of the names of 
the main towns and cities in Great Britain. Under each 
name the location as to county and country is given along 
with the known or supposed meaning and the most signifi
cant early spellings. Sources, however, have not been 
listed as it is assumed that the serious student will have 
access to standard reference works such as Ekwall's 
Dictionary and the publications of the English Place-Name 
Society. 

Place-names are of course linguistic fossils which can be 
placed in a historical and geographical framework of 
chronological stratification, and their study in depth 
involves an approach through time and distribution. It 
seems a pity therefore that the book is devoid of ma~s 
although reference is made to the Place-name feature m 
the Readers Digest Atlas of the British Isles and to the 
English Place-Names volumes. 

Both as a popular introduction to the subject and as a 
reference work, however, the book should have a wide 
appeal as it does more than simply answer the question 
of what a name means. The actual feature on the ground 
from which a name has been derived, the relationship of a 
name to other names of the same type containing the 
same element the historical implication, the geographical 
context and fue social significance are also considered in 
each case. 

W.G.V. Balchin 



A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN 
PLACE-NAMES 
By George R. Stewart. New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1970. First UK paperback 
edition 1986. x 1 + 5 50 pp. ISBN 0 19 503725 1 
£6.95 

Students of American place-names must be a truly 
dedicated lot. Consider some of the handicaps under 
which they operate, by contrast with their opposite 
numbers in Europe. A large group of place-names was 
simply transferred from Europe:York, Boston, Heidelberg, 
Berlin. Not all of them were spelt correctly, let alone 
pronounced in the European way, but there is no mystery 
as to their origin. Many place-names are Spanish or 
French, but they are overwhelmingly the names of saints 
or angels, so that there is not much mystery there either. 
Another large number of names were given by builders, 
and are truly exotic, but meaningless: how did practical 
railwaymen get such a fixation on heroes of Greek drama 
or the Waverley novels? Places called Jonestown o; 
Booneville hardly merit long explanations; the only 
question is - which Jones or Boone? It is all rather 
frustrating. 

The only really satisfactory work, in fact, is that 
provided by the Indian place-names. Truly indigenous, 
and relating to a pre-European culture, they may derive 
from a d?zen different languages and be attached, today, 
to anything from a stream or small hill to the City of 
Chicago (Algonquian - "onion-place"). 

G .R. Stewart, the author of the present book, estimates 
that there may be 3* million named places in the USA. 
Of these, he has selected some 12 000 names for listing 
and explanation here, giving attributions to historical 
events, where known, and attempting translation from the 
Indian languages. One of his most frequent explanations 
however, is that "folk etymology" has transformed a~ 
Indi~ name into something more European, so confusing 
the ISsue: thus the Algonquian name epituse (meaning 
unknown) became Hyppocras and, later, Hypocrites, and 
so had nothing originally to do with ancient Greeks at all. 
But withlndiannameslikelchawaynochaway (in Georgia), 
who can blame the settlers? After that, the folk etymology 
that transformedPu76'atoire into Picketwire is plain sailing. 
. This is certainly an interesting reference book to dip 
m to, even although it is difficult to see that much progress 
can be made in systematizing the study of American place
names, at least on a nationwide basis. Regularities are few 
and far between. Irregularities are commoner, and the 
book serves a useful warning to all cartographers to check 
American place-names before starting to draw them in, 
and not to assume that the American pioneer could spell. 
Take Chilly and Chili. One of these was named because it 
was a cold spot and the other because someone from Chile 
once worked there. Care to guess which is which? 

J .H. Paterson 

ATLANTE ENCICLOPEDICO TOURING 
VOL. 1 ITALIA ' 
Milan: TouringC1ub ltaliano, 1986. pp. xviii + 160. 
ISBN 88 365 0298 9 

Geographers interested in Italy, either as researchers, 
cartographers preparing maps, or visitors to the country, 
have much to thank the Touring Club Italiano for. The 

TCI's fme series of guidebooks, texts on geography, art 
and natural history, and their excellent maps and road 
atlases are indispensible aids to those studying and travel
ling in this most fascinating and variegated of countries. 
Now with their "Encyclopedic Atlas" the TCI has embark
ed on a new and ambitious project: the production in 
three volumes of an explanatory atlas at three scales -
Italy (Volume 1), Europe (Volume 2) and the Rest of 
the World (Volume 3). This review is limited to Volume 1; 
at the time of writing Volumes 2 and 3 are not yet 
available although both should be out by 1988. 

The "encyclopedic" aspect of this atlas is probably of 
less interest to English-language users than to Italians, for 
this consists of explanatory sections on how maps are 
made (impact of scale, use of air and satellite imagery etc.) 
and a glossary of terms, the selection of which is decidedly 
limited. Of much greater interest and value is the main 
body of the atlas, which is divided into four major sections. 

The first section contains a useful sample of maps of 
the Italian territory to illustrate various themes. Here 
complete national coverage is not aimed at: instead 
various localities and areas are selected, with thematic 
maps at various scales illustrating a wide selection of 
features of interest in Italian geography and landscape: 
geomorphology, pedology, land use, vegetation, settle
ment types, tourism, and urban development of Milan 
Venice, Rome and Naples. ' 

The second section comprises the longest feature of 
the atlas. This is a regional analysis with, in turn, satellite 
maps, physical maps, political maps, agricultural/environ
mental maps, and industrial maps of each six major 
regions of Italy -North-West, North-East, Centre-North, 
Centre-South, South, and the two major islands of Sicily 
and Sardinia. These are useful comparative maps, although 
the satellite imagery could be sharper, and the industrial 
maps tend to degenerate into a dense welter of symbols. 
The physical, political and agricultural maps are much 
clearer and more successful, with generally good choice of 
colour, line work and lettering. 

The third section of the atlas contains "national 
synthesis" maps; for the scholar these are the most original 
maps in the volume, for aside from general physical maps 
(relief, river basins, climate, glacial history, etc.) there are 
interesting national maps on vulcanicity, seismicity and 
other environmental hazards, on population, migration, 
dialects, agricultural land use, energy and mineral resources 
industrial employment, transport and communications' 
tourism and landscape protection, and on a wide range of 
social indicators (per capita income, unemployment, 
education, health facilities, holiday patterns and many 
others). This section is concluded by a most useful double
page table of regional data for Italy's 20 administrative 
regions. 

The fourth and final cartographic section is a brief one 
of international comparison maps, setting Italy in its 
European Community and world contexts. 

All in all, this is a most welcome addition to the cartog
raphic and geographical literature on Italy, with a high 
prop~rtion of original and thoughtfully constructed maps, 
especially those in the third section of the atlas. The 
quality of presentation and printing is also good. The atlas 
must be a strongly recommended purchase for all depart
ments and libraries with any Italian interests. 

For English-language subscribers, the atlas comes with 
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an English translation of the introductory text and the 
contents pages. Unfortunately this translation is poor, full 
of typing errors and strange words (propaedeutic?) whose 
meaning is not always clear. Given the years of planning 
which undoubtedly went into the preparation of this atlas, 
it is a pity that just a bit more effort could not have been 
spared for a decent translation. 

Russell King 

GOODE'S WORLD ATLAS 
Edited by Edward B. Espenshade, Jr. Chicago: 
Rand McNally & Co., 1986. ISBN 0 528 83127 5 
$22.95 

First copyrighted in 1922 as Goode's School Atlas, the 
17th edition of this well-known and respected publication 
perpetuates the name of its original editor and designer, 
and maintains the high cartographic standards of former 
versions whilst including in its content a number of new 
and useful features. Intended for use in American high 
schools and colleges its contained information has, 
particularly during the last three decades, been subject to 
continuous revision and enhancement whilst still preserving 
much of the character of the original atlas. Systematic 
improvements in symbolization and cartographic presenta
tion have regularly been introduced, together with the 
application of new map production and printing pro
cedures, but the general style and flavour of the work has 
endured. 

This latest version contains 16 pages of preliminary 
materials, 240 pages of maps printed in four colours, and 
127 pages of appendices including a gazetteer and pro
nunciation index which lists more than 30 000 entries. 
Acknowledgement is given to an impressive number of 
national and international agencies who have assisted in 
the production by providing appropriate data, and to 
various well-known and respected academics who have 
cooperated in the preparation of earlier editions. The 
most recent addition to this list is Dr. Joel L. Morrison, 
the current President of the International Cartographic 
Association, who has acted as Senior Consultant for this 
issue. 

The work is prefaced by a well-written and illustrated 
explanation of not only the "traditional" topics of map 
scale and projection, but also of the increasingly important 
contemporary concepts of cartographic communication 
and the acquisition and interpretation of remotely sensed 
environmental imagery. This is followed by 52 pages of 
clear and authoritative world thematic mapping at a 
variety of scales and incorporating data of recent vintage, 
and 18 pages devoted to the graphic representation of the 
major cities of the world at 1 :300 000. The remainder of 
the cartographic content of the atlas includes 175 pages of 
physical-political reference maps; an environmental map 
series; continental and regional thematic mapping relating 
to topics such as population, landforms, transportation 
and gross national product; and 7 pages explaining the 
theory of plate tectonics and displaying ocean floor 
mapping. 

Throughout the atlas the scales selected for the base 
maps, and the categories of information chosen for 
display, have been carefully organized to enable the 
reader to make comparisons and inductive judgements 
relating to the geographical environments depicted. This 
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factor, coupled with the employment of a consistent 
"vernacular" policy in identifying cities, towns and local 
topographic and hydrological features, greatly extends 
the usefulness of contained information. Further, the 
incorporation of a political information table, lists of 
world comparisons and principal cities, and a complete 
glossary of foreign generic terms and the "Pronouncing 
Index" (a distinct feature of Goode's World Atlas) are 
useful "extras". 

Whilst retaining the content typical of earlier volumes 
regarding people's relationship with their natural environ
ment, this edition goes further by undertaking a consider
tion of man's health and well-being. New thematic displays 
have been compiled to allow comparisons to be made 
relating to aspects of wealth, health and nutrition within 
the individual nations of the world. As one would expect, 
coverage of the USA is rather more detailed than that 
provided for other countries, and eight new socio· 
economic, computer-generated maps have been produced 
to demonstrate factors of education, poor and wealthy 
areas, ethnic diversity, labour structures, life expectancy 
and water resources, within what is intended to be the. 
principal sales area for the publication. However, other 
environments have also been subjected to a more detailed 
examination, and include the Middle East and the ocean· 
floors. The series of maps showing the latter are, although 
rich in detail, somewhat difficult to read because of the 
use of an unnecessarily small point size for much of the 
type which is also positioned against a rather drab back
ground consisting predominantly of browns and oranges. 

Overall this is a most excellent product which certainly 
lives up to the considerable reputation deservedly enjoyed 
by its predecessors. In terms of its content, the included 
cartography, and the aesthetically pleasing colours and 
style of presentation, there is much to admire and very 
little to criticize. Doubtless it is already selling well in the 
USA, and if it were to be advertised at an equivalent price 
in sterling I am sure that it would enjoy considerable 
success on this side of the Atlantic. 

R.W. Anson 

RAND McNALLY NEW CENTURY WORLD 
ATLAS 
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1986. 
278 x 223 mm. 504 pp, sewn, hard cover, 189 pp 
full-colour maps. B & W index of 30 000 place
names. ISBN 0 528 83213 1 $39.95 

The House of Rand McNally is the one American 
cartographic establishment to rank with such international 
greats as Bartholomew, Bordas, Bos, Esselte, Holzel, 
Philip and Westermann. Its distinctive style of hypso
graphic regional map is as attractive as it is competent, 
and it provides an admirable base for added symbolism 
and overprinted placenames. The hypsometric colours are 
conventional and separated by reinforced contours to 
enable quantitative measurement of altitudes, while the 
incorporated gradient shading provides a good visual 
impression of the nature of the terrain. The lay user of the 
atlas, for whom it is indeed intended, will welcome the 
fact that the maps are only partially metricated; feet and 
miles taking precedence over metres and kilometres. 

There are substantial sections of Metropolitan Area 
maps and of environmental maps, each in their familiar 



house style, and both innovative; the former being most 
noted for their legibility, the latter for their uncommonly 
complete portrayal of urbanized areas. All these, together 
with a useful range of smaller-scale maps of rainfall, 
vegetation, economics, population, language, natural 
hazards and the like, make up a fme 170-page section of 
regional maps. 

Most atlases entitled ''World" - claiming global cover, 
that is - do not emphasize the home country with more 
than modest disproportion, but the American practice 
tends to be aberrant in this respect, and so it is no surprise 
that the Rand MeN ally New Century World Atlas devotes 
nearly a quarter (23%) of its regional cover to the United 
States. (Cp. British Isles: 1%.) 

This regional portion, together with an eight-page 
section on plate tectonics, a world political and a world 
physical map, seven pages of tabulated data, and a lengthy 
index of 120 pages, has been taken en bloc from the 
publisher'sGoode's World Atlas as of 1986. 

The whole atlas is in fact a composite of material first 
published elsewhere. Following the index come no fewer 
than 127 pages of "protJles" (miscellaneous information) 
on all countries from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. This part 
of the atlas is indeed a handy substitute for a small 
encyclopedia and has been lifted as a whole from the 
publisher's World Facts in Brief of 1968. In similar 
eclectic vein the excellent 46-page introductory "The 
Planet Earth" is reproduced under licence from Mitchell 
Beazley's publication of that name in its 1984 revision. 

This last section comprises the excellent and now well
known spreads of map, diagram, image and text on the 
solar system, volcanoes and earthquakes, erosion and 
deposition, weather systems and hazards, organic evolution, 
palaeoarchaeology, resources of land and sea, and so on. 

The publishers make a very reasonable claim for the 
atlas's general usefulness on the family and student's 
bookshelf, but less easily justified is the claim for its 
utility in planning itineraries and the like, for there is no 
map of time zones, and almost all air and sea routes are 
omitted. Even more dubious are the publisher's claims 
for the atlas as an aid in regard to crossword puzzles, 
quizzes and current affairs. 

Atlases of a general nature, such as this one, are para
mountly repositories of named locations of geographical 
entities; their major function is lexical. Due attention 
must therefore be made to any claims to suitability and 
innovation in this regard. 

The comprehensive index of some 30 000 entries is 
legible and uses the geographical coordinates of latitude 
and longitude which are so much more useful than the 
superficially simpler alphanumerical coordinates of some 
atlases. The entries, however, are in letter-by-letter order 
(instead of word-by-word order) and so neither San 
Francisco nor El Paso are where one would expect to fmd 
them. 

The main difficulty, however, is that the editor, as he 
admits, uses "logical official names ... with the exception 
of about SO major world cities for which the anglicized 
conventional names have been preferred". (Unfortunately, 
we are given no indication whatever as to which are these 
exceptions.) Leaving aside the fact that this is an imper
fect description of what has actually been done, and that 
the very wording reveals a less than complete under
standing of the whole subject of geographical names, one 

can only say ''What a pity!". 
How many crossword puzzles require the name 

Arkangel'sk? When did a quiz last ask about Athinai? 
When did As Suways come up in the news media? What 
the average American needs are Archangel, Athens and 
Suez! These "local official names" are not for ordinary 
use; indeed, they are not even local, in the ordinary 
meaning of the word, but national, being the names 
adopted by the government concerned for all its occupied 
territories, including subjugated peoples. 

The publisher's concern to replace well-known American 
(and English generally) names for places, especially in the 
Arabic, Russian and Chinese spheres, by the names which 
the people there are purported to use, is all the more 
remarkable because this concern, courtesy or whatever it 
is, is not reciprocated by those people. 

Why does the publisher wish us no longer to call 
Guangzhou by its American (English) name of Canton? 
After all, the Chinese call San Francisco by the Chinese 
name of Jiujinshan (meaning old gold mountain, and 
perhaps making some sort of reference to The Golden 
Gate and to the Gold Rush of 1848 when the first Chinese 
immigrants arrived). Why does the publisher want us to 
spell Sian (much in the news recently) as Xi' an when the 
Chinese continue to spell St. Louis as Shengluyisi (the first 
part being a translation of Saint into Sheng, a sage); when 
they render Nashville as Nashiwei, with the meaning of 
Sergeant Na's Town? 

The publisher fairly claims the only two American 
atlases with a pronouncing index; the one presently undet 
review, and its source, Goode's World Atlas, formerly 
Goode's School Atlas and first published in 1939. Unfor· 
tunately there are two contradictory keys to the diacritical 
marks used in the pronouncing index and it is not imme· 
diately clear which one to use. The editor's explanatory 
note assumes that "correct pronunciation" means that 
which is as close as possible to that of the foreign language 
concerned (but admits of some SO exceptions without 
indicating which ones they are). We are told, for instance, 
to pronounce Lodz (the Polish town where Solidarity first 
made itself known to the outside world) as (woodzh). 

The average American, however, would prefer to know 
how other Americans pronounce places, so that he may 
understood and be understood. There is a Gothenburg in 
Nebraska as well as in Sweden; Americans spell both 
identically and pronounce them both in the same phonetic 
manner, but according to the reviewed atlas, the Swedish 
town has to be spelt Goteborg (page 164) and pronounced 
(yer-te-b6rg). To an American, Krakow is Cracow, and it 
is pronounced as it is spelled, and not as (kraa-koof); and 
these are also the spelling and pronunciation used by any 
Pole when learning and using English. 

There are also some systematic errors in the ascribed 
pronunciations. To give but one example, in Chinese 
placenames, where b, d and g occur, we are told to 
pronounce these letters phonetically, that is, as b, d and g. 
That sounds quite reasonable until one recalls that there 
are no regular b, d or g sounds in Chinese! In Chinese 
there are two kinds of b, of d and of g; the one aspirated 
(followed by a puff of air) like the p in pin, the othei 
unaspirated like the p of spin. In the English language the 
difference is of no importance and we never notice it, but 
in Chinese the difference may distinguish words of quite 
separate meanings. As the Chinese had no use for b, d and 
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g letters to represent b, d and g sounds, they decided to 
use them for unaspirated p, t and k sounds. Similarly with 
many other letters. Peking, for instance, is Sir Thomas 
Wade's way of rendering the Chinese pronunciation into 
the Roman alphabet so that English speakers can pronounce 
it. The Chinese however have preferred to develop their 
o~n _system of representing the pronunciation, the hanyu 
pmym system, and which re-spells Peking as Beijing. This 
does not mean that the pronunciation of the city has 
changed! 

The National Broadcasting Corporation's Handbook of 
Pronunciation provides a guide to the pronunciation used 
by "educated American speakers" and would certainly be 
of greater utility to the average family in The States. 

This fine product from Rand McNally puts together in 
a single volume a large quantity of cartographic, gazetteer 
and encyclopedia information in readily accessible form 
and using popular and well-tried material. With its fme 
and beautifully illustrated introduction, it makes a worth
while volume for the educated American family's coffee 
table or bookshelf. Readers outside The States are likely 
to find it rather less suited to their needs. 

H.A. Sandford 

PICTORIAL ATLAS OF THE WORLD 
Consultant: Dr John Salt. Text written by 
J. Tresidder, N. Barrett, A. Butterfield & K. Lye. 
London: Salamander Books, 1986. 176 pp. 
ISBN 0 8610 I 226 7 £12.95 

This is a technically well-produced atlas for the business 
visitor who needs a quick briefing before a couple of days' 
visit working overseas. Its maps are political and admini
strative, with only the most subdued indications of relief. 
Small-scale thematic maps of each continent show popula
tion distribution. There is a natural vegetation map of 
Australia, minerals and commercial crop maps for Africa 
and minerals and industry maps of China. The text consists 
of concise comments on countries, grouped under 
continents, written by four journalists who have clearly 
been briefed to be non-controversial. They are extremely 
cautious about present-day political conditions, or else do 
not mention them at all. 

The atlas is lavishly illustrated with colour photographs 
which appear to be an almost random collection of what 
the agencies had to offer rather than a carefully thought 
out attempt to convey the major visual characteristics of 
the various countries. For example, the Soviet Union is 
portrayed by four photographs, of the Red Army guard 
outside the Lenin mausoleum, with St. Basil's Cathedral 
in the background; a mountain top in the Caucasus; a 
canal in Leningrad and mosques in Samarkand. One is 
left wondering what Moscow looks like, or the Russian 
countryside; and what do Soviet people do for a living? 
Most surprising of all are the five double-page photographs 
at the start of the atlas which presumably represent 
"planet earth". One is reminded here of the mythical 
space-craft from a distant galaxy which landed on Horse 
Guards' Parade and sent back messages which indicated 
that the earth's surface consisted of tarmac sprinkled 
with horse manure. The atlas represents earth by an air 
photograph of Sydney, two archaeological sites, in Burma 
and Peru, a New Zealand rain forest and a Roman aque
duct. Are these a represenative sample of earthscapes? 

Patrick Bailey 
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AA/HAML YN THE ILLUSTRATED ROAD 
ATLAS OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
Twickenham, Middlesex: Hamlyn and Basingstoke, 
Rants: Automobile Association, 1986. 
AA ISBN 0 86145 372 7 
Hamlyn ISBN 0 600 50284 8 £3.95 

If you step into any large stationers shop or bookshop, 
you will find a selection of road atlases of Britain. They 
each vary slightly but basically they are all about the same 
size, cost about the same, and contain similar maps. To 
make a selection from amongst this array, one is attracted 
by certain features and put off by others. What I find most 
surprising is that there are so many road atlases published 
and that each new version manages to contain some new 
features, while sometimes dropping old features, and 
sometimes just re-arranging them. 

Probably as a result of the AA having a hand in this 
atlas, there is a feature containing illustrations of, and 
some information concerning, certain places of interest. 
They are arranged in alphabetical order, with their National 
Grid numbers for location purposes. There is not enough 
information about any particular place (for example, times 
of opening) for it to be really useful, but it is an attractive 
feature which might well appeal to many potential 
purchasers. 

Another feature which is immediately apparent is the 
lack of any indication of height by means of shading or 
contours. Although this makes it difficult to recognize 
features in the landscape, it has the advantage that it 
gives the maps a clear and clean look. This makes the 
scale appear larger than it actually is, and this may also 
attract the non-expert buyer. On the coastal sheets there 
is yet another attractive feature- there are bright, coloured 
pictures in what would otherwise be unused space. 

Another "plus" is that there is a road map of Ireland. 
The entire island is covered, although at a reduced scale. 
This compares well with other so-called "British" atlases, 
which do not even have a road map of Northern Ireland. 

No atlas is perfect, of course, and this is no exception. 
Amongst the faults this reviewer noticed was the usual 
disregard for scales, where space on a page needed to be 
filled. The islands off the coast of Scotland (Skye, Coli 
and Tiree) are at the same scale as the nearby mainland, 
whilst those islands slightly further away (Outer Hebrides, 
Orkney and Shetland) are at a smaller scale. This might be 
acceptable were it not that Coli and Tiree are on the same 
page as the others with the smailer scales. 

Another disadvantage (for those of us who are getting 
older) is that the place index is printed in a very small 
typeface, which is good for the publisher (saving paper) 
but not so handy for the user. Also, the names of places 
in Ireland do not appear in the main index, but are 
separately indexed on the page containing the Irish map. 
This is a rather strange practice, which could lead to 
confusion. 

One of the usual features of these road atlases is the 
section containing town plans. It is missing from this book. 
Instead there is a feature called "Conference Centres". 
The idea behind this concept escapes me. Either you go to 
a conference - in which case you are supplied with a map 
of the surrounding area - or you do not - in which case 
these "Conference Centres" are of marginal interest. 
Additionally, in two out of the six plans given, the 
"Conference Centre" is on the edge of the plan, not in 



the centre where it should be, making an approach from 
one side impossible if these are meant to be used by 
motorists going to a conference. 

To sum up: the maps are very pleasant to look at, and 
contain many symbols denoting tourist attractions, but 
are no better than those in other, similar, road atlases. 
Some of the usual, well-loved features are missing, but the 
replacements are quite attractive. Otherwise it is just 
another road atlas. 

John Dysart 

THE NEW RAND McNALLY COLLEGE 
WORLD ATLAS, Revised Edition 
Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1985. 
Maps, tables, photographs, 528 pp. 
ISBN 528 83187 9 $17.95 

In the post-war publishing world the term atlas has 
been used to cover a multitude of different map, text and 
photographic compilations. The New Rand McNally 
Colle~e World Atlas is no exception. What probably began 
as a basic world atlas has, by accretion, become more of 
an encyclopaedia of useful knowledge pertaining more 
particularly, as might be expected, to the United States. 

Now, slightly less than half the 528 pages are maps: 
these are grouped into Thematic Maps, Environmental 
Maps, Metropolitan Maps, Historical Maps, Reference 
Maps and Travel Maps. The maps vary considerably in 
quality as a result of problems with scale and the density 
of the material being presented. The beautifully clear 
Thematic Maps contrast with the complex dense detail 
of the Environmental Maps; similarly the simple and 
easily read Historical Maps contrast with the difficult and 
densely packed Reference Maps. Indeed, for many, a 
magnifying glass will be necessary for the Reference 
("Geographic") maps. The atlas has been designed to 
match the average US collegiate dictionary and, although 
convenient to handle, the page size is unfortunately too 
small for some of the map presentations. 

The slightly larger "half' of the book contains a 
fascinating collection of encyclopaedic facts and figures 
in the American style. The so called "Gazetteer" is in 
fact a concise geographical description of places and 
countries arranged alphabetically with selected statistical 
data that will be of obvious value in keeping up with a 
fast changing world. What we now think of in the UK as a 
gazetteer appears in the book as a world "Reference Map 
Index". 

Additionally there is also a map of the world time 
zones and a guide to major world cities which lists selected 
hotels and restaurants, local English newspapers, and 
furthermore explains banking hours and airport transpor
tation. This data is followed by tables showing air distances 
between major world cities along with their populations. 
Next come many tables with statistical data concerning 
the USA - notably city populations and ZIP codes, time 
zones telephone area codes, colleges and universities, and 
major military installations. A glossary of map terminology 
and a metric conversion chart along with a list of abbrevia
tions is also included. 

As implied in the title of the book it is clearly targeted 
at the US college student, but its world approach together 
with much useful information about the USA widens its 
market to the home, office and library both in the USA 
and abroad. It should have a wide appeal and the price is 

certainly modest for the amount of information packed 
between the covers of this book. 

W.G.V. Balchin 

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH ATLAS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
By Cyril Smith and Michael Dempsey. London: 
Telegraph Publications, 1986. ISBN 0 86367 057 1 
£6.95 (paperback) 

This atlas is a companion volume to the previously 
published Atlas of the Arab World and is much the same 
in appearance and format. The book measures approxi
mately 9* x 7 inches and is bound in paperback with a 
stylish and extremely attractive cover. Within the book is 
found a contemporary overview of the United States 
covering 38 topics each of which is treated by a double 
page map spread (of either one or two maps) and two 
pages of notes, diagrams and supplementary maps. Doubt
less given the format and price it is intended to revise the 
book regularly to allow the contents to remain topical. 

The maps themselves are printed in a range of vivid 
colours possibly not to everybody's taste. Some of the 
better examples are quite attractive but regrettably there 
are a number which are truly dreadful. Many of the maps 
employ a combination of the choropleth technique and 
pictorial proportional symbols, the latter often giving the 
maps a rather heavy appearance. The linework is quite 
coarse and outlines and shapes strongly stylized. 

With regard to the map content some examples are 
woefully inadequate. The map 'The Shape of the Land' 
has a skeletal drainage pattern, a scattering of isolated 
peaks and mean state elevations shown by choropleth 
shadings which give a totally erroneous picture of the 
topography of the USA. This deficiency is compounded 
by the accompanying text which states that the map 
opposite (it's actually on the preceding page) shows 
"two mountainous chains running parallel with the 
coasts with a large lowland ptain between them". Unfor
tunately the map shows 'nothing of the sort as the 
Appalachians are totally lost within the mean state 
altitude values while the intermontane plateaus of 
Western USA appear as a high tableland undistinguished 
from the mountain chains on either side. The maps 
covering "National Parks", "American Indians" and 
"Territorial Expansion" are rather empty and could 
carry much more information. 

The text is obviously intended to elaborate on the map 
information but all too often fails to do more than repeat 
the obvious. For example, the text accompanying the 
spread "Weather" includes the following offering: "The 
map shows clearly that temperature is largely governed by 
latitude: it is warmer in the south and cooler in the north". 
The first half is just excusable, the latter half not. All too 
often throughout the book the text repeats almost verbatim 
the captions which accompany the various diagrams, 
graphs and charts. Elsewhere the commentary expands 
laboriously upon the various percentage combinations of, 
say, a pie chart, values which can readily be deduced from 
the chart itself. 

Despite all of the above it must be stated that the book 
contains a wealth of absorbing information and it is 
unfortunate that the text is not used to better effect. 
While not necessarily the "essential reference work" as 
claimed on the cover the book does offer some rich veins 
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of material for those willing to extend the effort necessary 
to quarry it from the pages. 

Chris Moore 

ATLAS OF THE NEGEV 
Edited by Eliahu Stem, Yehuda Gradus, Avinoam 
Meir, Shaul Krakover and Haim Tsoar. Beer-Sheva: 
Department of Geography, Ben-Gurion University 
of the Negev, 1986, pp. xvi + 80, price US$ 50. 
In Hebrew with English summaries. 

The publication of this fine atlas in David Ben-Gurion's 
centennial year is most appropriate. Ben-Gurion, founder 
of modern Israel, was a lover of the Negev Desert. During 
the latter part of his life he lived at Kibbutz Sde Boker, 
perched on the edge of the cavernous Wadi Zin in the 
heart of the Negev. Now his grave overlooks that fabulous 
desert view, its topography an object-lesson in erosional 
landforms, and the kibbutz has as its neighbour the 
Blaustein Institute for Desert Research, the field station 
of the university in Beer-Sheva named after Ben-Gurion. 
How appropriate, too, that five geographers from that 
university have worked together to produce this atlas of 
Israel's largest region and major reserve of "empty" land. 

Since the withdrawal of the Israeli army from Sinai in 
1982, the Negev has assumed enhanced significance as a 
tapering wedge of land sandwiched between Egypt and 
Jordan, with the Negev port of Eilat Israel's toe-hold on 
the Red Sea. Physical, social and economic planning have 
come to the fore: hence the need for this atlas, which, 
however, draws a veil over the region's vital military 
importance for the state. In the preface it is stated by the 
editors that the atlas is aimed, first and foremost, at 
planners and administrators dealing with the Negev. 
Naturally, others, such as teachers, researchers and private 
entrepreneurs will also find it of use. The objectives of the 
atlas have dictated its somewhat unconventional structure 
which concentrates on planning and decision-making: 
basic maps of physical geography come last not first in the 
sequence of topics. 

The atlas is divided into eleven chapters. The first 
examines the Negev in its national and regional contexts 
and its various systems of administrative subdivision. 
Chapters Two to Seven present information on the Negev 
under the following heads: settlement, population, trans
port, industry and minerals, the rural sector, and land
scape and tourism. The remaining four chapters discuss 
briefly the physical basis of the region, including those 
climatic, geological, hydrological and vegetational features 
which affect planning and development. The maps are 
interleaved with text in Hebrew. Summaries of this text 
are provided in English at the front of the atlas (for 
Hebrew readers, the back!). Personally, I regret that these 
English summaries are so short: an average of half a page 
per chapter. Given the world-wide interest in arid-zone 
development claimed by the editors in their preface, a full 
English translation would have been preferable. This 
would probably have meant a different layout and organiza
tion of the material, but not a huge increase in the number 
of pages. 

The maps themselves are mostly of good quality, and 
they portray much of interest. They, too, are not truly 
bilingual. The titles and keys are in both languages, but on 
most the place-names, river-names, district names etc. are 
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only in Hebrew, which makes their mterpretauon some· 
times difficult. A complete English-language reference 
map at the front is only a partial help in overcoming this 
problem. Moreover some of the bilingual keys are not 
always well-translated and assume too much background 
knowledge of what is being mapped (see for instance the 
maps of kibbutzim and moshavim affiliation on p. 20). 

The editors of the Negev Atlas do not see this volume 
as an end-product but rather as the overture to a new era 
of dynamic mapping systems for the region. It will be 
interesting to see what future products emanate from this 
talented group of "geographers in the desert". 

Russell King 

THE MAP COLLECTOR, Summer 1987, 
Number39 
Tring, Hertfordshire: Map Collector Publications 
(1982) Ltd, 76 pp. Annual Subscription (UK and 
Eire), £22. Individual issues, £6.00. (The Map 
Collector, 48 High Street, Tring, Herts HP23 SBH) 

Between handsome covers (embellished with a coloured 
illustration relevant to a topic found in that particular 
issue) this quarterly journal contains a variety of scholarly 
articles, news items, illustrations and mapping advertise
ments. Whilst aimed in the main at the historical-map 
fraternity, the publication's ambience will also delight 
those with general interests in both the things and the 
people of the cartographic world. 

Although map-buffs are now confronted with the 
choice of a number of good cartographic journals, there is 
but one The Map Collector, a publication having its own 
distinctive personality. In great part, the journal has 
gained from the fact that it does not have to cater for a 
variety of cartographic interests. For example, other 
editors have to produce a multi-course cartographic menu 
on which can be found items as diverse as map psychology, 
symbol depiction, satellite mapping, map automation etc., 
as well as historical maps. Such an approach is dictated by 
the economic aspects of publishing life, but seldom 
produces a publication having the warmth and character 
of a "main-topic" journal. 

No doubt the distinctive character of The Map Collector 
owes much to the editorial expertise of V alerie Scott 
(who has been joined by Dr. Helen Wallis as Associate 
Editor in succession to the late R.V. Tooley) and the 
support of a prestigious international team of_ editorial 
advisers. Generally speaking, The Map Collector has a 
cartographic set menu that contains 4 or 5 main articles, 
written in a scholarly, but easily digestible, style. In the 
issue under review, their themes included the neglected 
facet of the history of bible maps by Catherine Delano
Smith; a new contribution by Warren Heckrotte to the 
historical consideration of the particular map used by the 
Lewis and Clark expeditionary party when setting out to 
discover the Great Falls of Missouri; a description by 
Ralph Hyde of the fish-eye print of Victorian London 
viewed from the top of St. Paul's Cathedral; and a discus
sion by Oswald and Margaret Dilke on the cartographic 
attributes of Marin Sanudo. 

To this fascinating pot-pourri of historical mapping 
topics are added regular features such as "Spotlight" 
(short notes on new discoveries or exceptional finds); 
"Topographic Curiosities"; Letters to the Editor; Book 



Reviews; "Collectors' Barometer"; "Collectors' Market
place" and "Collectors' Forum". The last named item is 
an innovation which is intended to provide a mouth
piece for map collectors, the first item in the series being 
the contribution of John Booth who tells the story of his 
most exciting fmd - "The Star Atlas that never was". 
Although giving emphasis to inanimate maps, these pages 
do not forget the human side of the topic and include a 
number of delightful photographs recording the faces 
behind the names that comprise today's mapping scene. 

Undoubtedly, The Map Collector has established an 
extremely high standard in its field. Its house-style is one 
that has a distinctive aesthetic quality. Such a quality did 
not merely happen and, no doubt, evolved through the 
efforts of the journal's designer (Ashley Pope). Here, 
credit must also be given to the quality of the photo
typesetting (PJD Graflk Ltd.); the artwork (Clearway 
Arts Ltd.); as well as the printing of Bournehall Press Ltd. 

Interestingly, the journal's advertisements that outline 
the cartographic specialities of individual map-sellers are 
extraordinarily well-designed. Could this be because such 
advertisers are (unusually) aware of the value of aesthetics, 
or could this be another example of The Map Collector's 
high standards? 

R.C. Boud 

MAPS AND PRINTS: ASPECTS OF THE 
ENGLISH BOOKTRADE 
Edited by Robin Myers and Michael Harris 
Oxford: Oxford Polytechnic Press, 1984. 124 pp. 
ISBN 0 902692 33 X £6.75 (paperback) 

''Maps and prints is the fourth collection of papers 
originally presented at the annual bibliographic conference 
at the University of London's Department of Extra-Mural 
Studies" runs the blurb on the back cover. The preface 
informs us that "the theme of the 1983 conference was an 
innovation and can only by a stretch be considered to be 
an aspect of booktrade history", that it formed the fifth 
of the annual conferences on booktrade history so far, 
and took place on 26 and 27 November 1983. However, 
entitling the published papers Maps and prints . .. would 
lead one not unreasonably to expect specifically carto
graphic items to predominate over general prints; but this 
is not so. Only one contribution of 29 pages - Sarah 
Tyacke's "Samuel Pepys as map collector"- is specifically 
about maps, charts, and atlases (Sarah Tyacke was "the 
1983 Nobengahl [sic] Lecturer at the University of 
Chicago"). She describes items collected by Pepys for his 
own library, based largely upon his own listing of his 
collection made in 1693 and later. 

The second paper, "London guidebooks before 1800" 
by Michael Harris (pp 31-66), mentions maps five or six 
times (pp 35, 36, 43, and 50-51). In none of these 
references to maps in guidebooks (or also published in 
separate form) is there even a title mentioned- let alone 
its recognized cartobibliographic reference number in 
Darlington and Howgego's Printed maps of London circa 
1553-1850(2nded., 1978). Nor is it listed in the "Notes" 
at the end of the paper. This may explain the statement: 
"John Bowles was also concerned in an early pocket map 
of London published in 1726 ... "in presumably referring 
to "A Pocket Map of the Cities of London, Westminster 
And Southwark with the Addition of the New Buildings 

to this Present Year 1725" engraved by Thomas Bowles 
and sold by John Bowles? Darlington & Howgego list two 
editions of this for 1725 (no. 72(1)) and for 1727 (no. 
72(2)) - but not for 1726. Others mentioned - but 
neither title nor D&H number given- are (implicitly) nos. 
66, 125(2), and 190(1). 

The third paper is by the expert lain Bain on "Thomas 
Bewick and his contemporaries: the printing of wood 
engravings on the hand press" (pp 67-80). Ralph Hyde's 
paper "Robert Havell Junior, artist and aquatinter" 
(pp 81-108) is interesting from the point of view of 
artistic and business connections. Topographical prints 
are noted as well as that border-line medium between 
maps and topographic drawings - panoramas - about 
which he has become increasingly enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable. The final paper is John Ford's "Ackermann 
imprints and publications" (pp 109-124) which begins 
"Successive Ackermann businesses have published topo
graphical books, maps and prints for almost two hundred 
years from the last decade of the eighteenth century until 
the present day", but otherwise includes only a 3-line 
reference to "maps and views of British and continental 
towns" on p 121. However, there are again interesting 
details of the trade connections (commissioning, produc
tion, marketing and distribution), and a useful listing of 
imprint changes appears over pages 110-111. A carto· 
graphical example appearing in one of the typical 
Ackermann topographical works might have been given, 
e.g. "A Plan of Port Macquarie ... on the East Coast of 
New South Wales" by John Oxley in An historical account 
of The Colony of New South Wales ... in illustration of 
twelve views, engraved by W. Preston, a convict . .. to 
which is subjoined an accurate map of Port Macquarie .... 
(1821, plates dated September 1820). 

Most of the illustrations are satisfactory, the letter-press 
is reproduced typescript (or similar), and the few typo
graphical errors would seem to be unnecessary or un
explained: twice the "Rhinebeck" London Panorama is 
listed and captioned as "Rhineck". There is ample scope 
for more conferences on the map trade - both national 
and international in theme or coverage - one example of 
which recently published is La carte manuscrite et 
imprimee du XV!e au X!Xe siecle: Journee d'ttude sur 
l'Histoire du Livre et des Documents Graphiques, at 
Valenciennes, 17 November 1981 (papers edited by F. 
Barbier, published in 1983 by Saur). This begins with 
Mireille Pastoureau's paper "Confection et commerce des 
cartes a Paris aux XVIe et XVIIe siecles". More specifically, 
there is scope for a study on Anglo-French map trade 
connections. Perhaps the opportunity will arise some day 
soon. 

Francis Herbert 

AN INTRODUCTION TO PHOTO
MECHANICAL TECHNIQUES IN 
CARTOGRAPHY 
By Gary R. Brannon. 
Waterloo, Ontario: University of Waterloo 
ISBN 0 9692383 04 £9.00 

Most cartographers and in particular those confmed to 
the drawing office generally prepare their artwork to 
"camera ready stage". Their finished maps are reproduced 
as a photographic intermediate, suitable for the production 
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of a printing plate. Photomechanics, as described by Gary 
Brannon, is the modern day marriage of photographic and 
manual techniques. In cartography these techniques can 
best be seen in the production of multicoloured maps, 
where the point, line, area and text elements, are construc
ted separately to merge only in the final printed version 
of the map. 

Although the use of photographic material in the 
construction phase of map making is not new, it has, in 
general been confmed in its use to the larger or better 
equipped cartographic offices. Recent technological 
developments, education and changes in work practices 
have combined to bring these techniques well within the 
competence of the smaller cartographic units. To this 
end, Gary Brannon's book is a timely addition to carto
graphic literature. 

This 128 page publication has an Introduction and 14 
chapters on Visual Communication, Cartographic Scribing, 
An Introduction to Reprography, The Nature of the 
Image, Photo Mechanical Exposure Systems, Light Sources 
for Reproduction, Graphic Arts Films, The Photographic 
Image, Symbology and Typography, Area Separation and 
Registration, Colour Proofing, Printing Processes, Colour 
Reproduction, The Future; A New Technology, and 
concludes with a selected Bibliography and Index. 

The author's approach is to introduce the reader to the 
value of clear and concise maps, how by careful planning, 
map elements can be constructed separately, following 
sometimes complex routes before merging together to 
produce the final map. Scribing techniques, images and 
reprography are briefly defined. The relationship between 
graphic and reprographic techniques is examined, all in 
preparation for what follows in the following chapters. 
These central chapters contain the main ingredients of the 
~ook. They have clear descriptions of exposure systems, 
hght sources, films and processes which in turn lay the 
foundation for the chapters on area separation, printing 
processes and colour. The book concludes with a short 
but optimistic view of the impact of new technology on 
cartography. 

The author is careful to point out in his preface that 
the book is intended only to be an introduction to the 
subject. Some descriptions are therefore brief. However, 
he does expand whenever he feels this is necessary. This 
can best be seen in his treatment of line, continuous tone, 
and halftone images. A line image is adequately explained 
in a four line paragraph whereas the more complex 
halftone image requires over two pages of text and three 
explanatory figures. All through the book there are 
practical comments and tips from "trouble shooting", 
scribing techniques to proper washing instructions for 
reprographic films, giving an insight into the author's 
many years' confident use of these techniques. 

Bearing in mind the introductory nature of the book, 
I would have preferred to see more on production methods, 
for example, a step by step instruction on the exposure 
and processing of a line film. Such instructions together 
with more map examples (and their accompanying flow 
diagrams) would, I feel encourage and give confidence to 
a tentative beginner. As this is without doubt a specialist 
cartographic book, are the inclusion of sections on com
munication, perception and name placement really 
necessary? These elements are important in their own 
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right but are probably best left to other texts on the 
subject. 

This book will be a very welcome text to students of 
cartography. It should encourage more cartographers who 
have not done so, to investigate these techniques. It is 
already a valuable addition to my bookshelf. 

CALLIGRAPHY TECHNIQUES 
By John Lancaster 
London: B.T. Batsford Ltd, 1986. 
ISBN 0 7134 4369 3 £9.95 

E. Buckmaster 

The success of the recent retrospective exhibition of 
calligraphy by lrene Wellington (1904-1984) will have 
given a fillip to the sale of books such as Calligraphy 
Techniques. 

The author, John Lancaster, is a graduate from Leeds 
College of Art. Not surprisingly, his dedication includes 
the name of Thomas W. Swindlehurst who, having studied 
under Edward Johnston, later taught calligraphy at the 
college. Like other, earlier authors, John Lancaster has 
compiled a book that is intended to introduce the "art of 
beautiful writing". However, Lancaster's approach to the 
subject is different from the majority of other writers for, 
in addition to being a practising calligrapher, he is also an 
abstract painter. As one turns the early pages of the book, 
this latter influence is quickly seen. 

Although adopting a traditional approach in the first 
chapter which lists the basic materials and equipment 
required by the prospective calligrapher, the introductory 
chapters that follow urge the student to get involved, to 
take up an experimental approach and to enjoy "mark 
making". Here, one senses that John Lancaster has met 
success with such techniques in the communal atmosphere 
of the art-class. However, one is left wondering whether 
lone readers (anxious to attempt some calligraphic 
dexterity) will throw themselves into some of the suggested 
exercises that involve the use of rags soaked in pigment 
(in lieu of a pen) and left-over rolls of wallpaper. 

In raising a metaphorical eye-brow at such techniques 
the reviewer must question his own attitudes to new ideas. 
For example, has his own training produced a conservative 
approach which, in turn, has become fossilized by what 
John Lancaster (very correctly) describes as the "common 
foundation" of many calligraphic books? There will be 
many that will support Lancaster's assertion that the art 
of calligraphy would be "very dull and uninteresting if it 
was manifested solely in traditionally-based methods". 
Nevertheless, there will also be many calligraphers who 
would resist the use by novices of certain "free-style" 
alphabets that illustrate the book. Here, one comes face 
to face with the problems that confront the author 
writing an instructional book intended for both the 
experienced and the inexperienced. For example, the 
chapter entitled "Experimental Approaches" could 
provide artistic stimulus to the more experienced callig
rapher, but would prove counter-productive to the novice 
who has yet to acquire the foundations of the craft. 

Nevertheless, Lancaster's clarion call for inventiveness 
should not be ignored. Certainly, no art-form should be 
sacrosanct to the demands of adventurous creativity. 
However, what other ideas does the author put forward? 



To this reviewer, there is particular appeal in the area of 
John Lancaster's work in which he juxtaposes cleverly the 
human figure with calligraphic script. One wishes that the 
visual excitement of this black and white work could be 
translated into colour. 

One of the book's best sections is that devoted to 
"Design and Layout" in which Lancaster explores the 
historical development of the layout of manuscript books. 
The role of the scriptoria (the "communication centres" 
of their times) is described. This includes a fascinating 
account written by a fourteenth-century monk that 
describes the problems of a scribe, "I know what torment 
is - fingers numb around the stylus -". 

Profusely illustrated, Calligraphy Techniques, contains 
over 200 illustrations. At times, the crowded pages make 
one wish that a more selective approach to the book's 
illustration had been adopted. Larger areas of white space, 
against which essential illustrative material could have 
been both viewed and appreciated, would have improved 
the book's layout considerably. A greater source of 
irritation stems from the difficulty of correlating the 
illustrations with their respective captions, only the latter 
being numbered. At times this difficulty appears to be 
recognized, and the reader is given such instructions as 
"Facing page, centre left". Why not merely number the 
illustrations? 

Undoubtedly, there will be those who will welcome 
John Lancaster's decision not to tread the traditional 
roads of calligraphy, but rather to direct attention to less 
familiar paths. To what degree will others respond? Time 
alone will tell! 

R.C. Boud 

THE STAMP ATLAS 
By Stuart Rossiter and John Fowler 
MacDonald, 1986. 336 pp. (130 maps and 235 
illustrations.) ISBN 0 356 10862 7 £14.95 
(hardback) 

The Stamp Atlas is the first thematic atlas with a 
philatelic emphasis. It is a mammoth piece of work -
obviously a labour of love on behalf of the two authors -
and one which will undoubtedly find lts way into many 
philatelists' bookcases. 

The main body of the atlas is divided into five sections, 
each focusing on a continental region - Europe, The 
Americas, Australasia, Asia and Africa. Each of these 
sections begins with a set of full-page colour political 
maps of the area. Europe, for instance, has ten of these 
reflecting the political boundaries over time periods 
ranging from pre 1650 to post 1945. This political back
ground information is crucially important to philately and 
postal history which are bound by countries dead or alive. 
(Any schoolboy philatelist knows the whereabouts of 
Estonia, Tanna Tuva, Heligoland and Rio de Oro!) The 
format of the bulk of the section is then divided into 
countries be they modern states, such as Belgium, dead 
countries such asMontenegro, or stamp issuing administra
tions within modern day countries e.g. Isle of Man. A brief 
vignette of the postal history of each "country" is given 
and each of these sections is profusely illustrated with 
stamps, postal history scenes and pertinent specialized 
black and white maps. It is obvious that as each country is 
treated in this way the amount and depth of research that 
have gone into all aspects of this book are immense. 

The maps are of a high quality - well drawn, easy to 
read and well printed. Most are black and white maps on a 
pale blue background, the level of detail on each map is 
about right and they provide an excellent complement to 
the text. 

This book is not so much an atlas, more of an atlas
cum-encyclopedia. It is well-produced and very readable. 
It is easy to look up a specific item, or to dip into for 
browsing (it has been by my bedside table for a couple of 
months now!). The hardback copy is extremely good 
value for £14.95. 

A.C. Millington 

LONDINIUM: A DESCRIPTIVE MAP AND 
GUIDE TO ROMAN LONDON 
1:2 500 Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1983. 
2nd ed. £1.50 

This new edition of the Roman London map plots 
colour Roman information on to a contemporary outline 
1:2 500 scale street base. Roman topography is shown by 
hypsometric tints and 3 foot contours derived from 1841 
survey information are also shown. Presumed recorded 
and extant evidence of sites such as roads, kilns, wharfs, 
fortifications, buildings and cemetaries are shown. The 
sheet also includes a brief descriptive history, while 
explanatory diagrams and illustrations of important fmds 
(courtesy of the Museum of London) are overprinted in 
the areas outside the Roman walls. A legend to visible 
Roman remains is given and the map and guide emphasizes 
the London Wall Walk, between the Tower and the Museum 
of London, along which most of the visible remains can be 
seen. 

As an exercise in reconstructing the past landscape of 
London this map inevitably simplifies, and the disclaimer 
is given that plotting of archaeological information gives 
no guarantee of the exact locations or limits of Roman 
finds. Part of the problem is that Roman London was not 
static: over 300 years of urban change are presented in the 
map, focuses of settlement changed, and the static map 
summarizes the dynamic Roman city. However as a 
popular introduction to the nature of Roman London, it 
successfully mixes maps, pictures and text to give a useful' 
introductory overview. 

C.R. Perkins 

TRENCH MAPS - A COLLECTORS GUIDE 
Vol.l: British Regular Series Trench Maps -
GSGS 3062 
By Peter Chasseaud. 64 pp. A4 paperback with 
30 index maps, map extracts and illustrations, 
1986. ISBN 0 9512080 0 4 (£6 plus 60p p&p 
from MAPBOOKS, 23 Landsdown Place, Lewes, 
East Sussex BN7 2JU) 

Maps that the B.E.F. used at the outbreak of war 
during 1914 in France were adequate for a war of move
ment but larger scales and more accurate new surveys 
were needed once the stalemate of continuous trench 
warfare set in for the next four years. 

The evolution of the 1:10 000 Trench Maps is told in 
a very detailed and informative introduction to the fifty 
pages of listings of sheets, editions and states that follow. 

The guide is illustrated throughout with monochrome 
extracts from various sheets and scales. Place names are 
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always fascinating; here on trenches and other salient 
features they provide a poignant record of regiments that 
held the line and where they were raised, or like "Clapham 
Junction", "Surbiton Villas", "Bodmin Copse" and 
"Jasper Avenue" (Canada), nostalgic references to home. 
In other locations imagination runs riot on the reasons for 
the naming of "Fred's Wood", "Jam Row", "Obey Path" 
etc., and coming from Leicestershire, the sight of "Hohen
zollern Redoubt" reminded this reviewer of the heroic 
record of the local regiment. Reading through the listings 
the names evoke memories of the terrible battles that have 
since become legendary but with this comes the realization 
that detailed planning was essential in such a conflict and 
that trenches, depicted quite realistically in the recent TV 
series "Anzacs", were of necessity accurately mapped on 
the ground. 

This is the first of a succession of books intended to be 
a defmitive guide to all the maps printed by the Ordnance 
Survey, the War Office, Printing Company RE and Field 
Survey Companies/Battalions RE on the Western Front 
and the author is to be congratulated on his cartobibliog
raphy of these "special maps". It provides essential back
ground information for anyone wishing to become more 
acquainted with events in the "War to end all wars" -
further publications in the series are awaited with interest. 

T. Garfield 

PARIS RING ROAD: THE PERIPHERIQUE 
Basingstoke: The Automobile Association, 1986. 
ISBN 0 86145 361 1 

A Saturday in late July. The temperature inside the car 
is approaching 100 degrees. The kids on the back seat are 
getting impatient. You are in bumper-to-bumper traffic on 
the French equivalent of an M25, a North Circular Road, 
and almost an Inner Ring Road, all rolled into one. 
Parisians are overtaking you on all sides at ridiculous 
speeds. You are looking for the exit on to the Autoroute 
du Soleil heading for the Mediterranean beaches. In such 
pressured but not untypical circumstances, will this AA 
map help you? 

This product is the latest in a series previously consisting 
of maps of the M25 and of the motorways around 
Birmingham and Manchester respectively. The basic 
format adopted is a fairly simple road map of the Paris 
region surrounded by a schematic diagram of the offend
ing ring road, complete with realistic representations of 
the signposts before and at each exit. However, compared 
to the previous maps, added difficulties are presented to 
the cartographer and the navigator both by the sheer 
number and complexity of the junctions in places (with 
spaghetti to match Gravelly Hill and Baillieston), and by 
the current sporadic approach of the French to the use of 
motorway junction numbers and the inclusion of road 
numbers on the signposts. Many of the signs do not even 
indicate destinations, but merely marginally informative 
junction names (e.g. Porte de Clichy, Quai d'Ivry). How
ever the ability to correlate signposts on the ground with 
those on the map can clearly be invaluable in assisting the 
user to locate himself and in reassuring him of the accuracy 
of his navigational decisions. 

Where there are several signs together above the road, 
they are joined together on the diagram by inconspicuous 
narrow white bars, making it difficult to distinguish the 
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linked from the unlinked in crowded areas. A possible 
alternative would be to orientate the signposts for reading 
in the direction of travel, thus avoiding the problem (the 
signs would always be perpendicular to the road) whilst 
making the map easier to read for a significant proportion 
of its users. A more general limitation of this schematic 
map is that while it depicts all the exits from the 
Peripherique, the entrances are omitted, presumably to 
prevent further cluttering, except at the intersections with 
the six radial motorways, and at two others which are 
enlarged along with them in insets near the sheet edge. 
Thus the claim on the cover that the map shows you how 
to find your way out of Paris, as well as into and around 
it, is somewhat fallacious. A further drawback of the 
schematic map is its lack of representation of the tunnelled 
sections of the road, which would provide a considerable 
aid to self-location. 

The map of the environs of Paris is generally clear, 
except for certain place names, apparently important 
signed destinations, which are paradoxically labelled in 
recessive light blue text, and the poorly contrasting line 
style adopted for the Peripherique itself. Short sections 
of railways around their intersections with roads are 
shown - an unusual method for trying to prevent the 
rail network from receiving undue attention on a road 
map. Difficulties may well be experienced in correlating 
this map with the encircling schematic. The scale and 
coverage chosen mean that with the Peripherique being so 
far into town, it cannot be shown large enough on the 
map to allow even the labelling of all its junction names; 
also the legibility ofthe map-edge radial route destinations 
is restricted by their small text size and because they are 
ironically rotated to be parallel to the map edge. 

But what of an answer to the original question? Overall 
that is very difficult to assess from an armchair, and 
unfortunately the sue does not run to road tests for 
reviewers. User feedback to the AA has apparently been 
generally favourable, while sales have been steady but not 
spectacular. Whilst the legibility of some important 
information might be insufficient in critical situations, 
this product is certainly a very conscientious attempt at a 
very difficult problem. Do people really get out of here 
alive? 

Graham Gill 

TELEGRAPH INTERNATIONAL ROAD MAP 
SERIES 
Sheet 22 Romania and Bulgaria 
Sheet 24 Western USSR 
Printed by Ravenstein Verlag and available from 
Telegraph Publications, 135 Fleet Street, London 
EC4P 4BL. £3.95 each 

These two sheets are part of a series of 24 maps covering 
Europe and Egypt for the benefit of motorists, tourists 
and businessmen. Like the majority of the sheets the map 
of Romania and Bulgaria uses a scale of 1: 1 million while 
Western USSR is dealt with on a smaller scale of 1:2 
million. In several other ways contrasts emerge between 
the two maps. Whereas the roads of Romania and Bulgaria 
are shown against a white background, with railways in 
grey and high ground indicated very discreetly by shadings, 
the network in the USSR is portrayed alongside railways 
in black and the relief brought out by plastic shading. 



Again whereas the placenames are shown in both Latin 
and Cyrillic scripts for the map of Western USSR the 
Latin script alone is used for Romania and Bulgaria, 
although Cyrillic is used "on the ground" in both Bulgaria 
and southern Yugoslavia. However both maps are fairly 
clear and comprehensive, with motorways, throughways, 
main roads and secondary roads included. Distances are 
shown between the main centres and there is a compre
hensive index on the back of each sheet. Frontier areas, 
with approved crossing points, come out clearly and there 
are insets on both maps: for Bucharest, Constanta, Sofia 
and Varna on the Romania & Bulgaria map; and for the 
Caucasus on the Western USSR map. The maps appear to 
be quite up-to-date, with newly-constructed highways like 
the Transfagaras Highway in Romania included, although 
it appears that some local roads and commune centres are 
omitted. There are no obvious criticisms, apart perhaps 
from the convention of showing the names of mountains 
and rivers in the language of the country concerned. If the 
maps are being produced for English-speaking customers 
one wonders why the river Danube has to appear as 
Dunarea (Romania) and Dunav (Bulgaria and Yugoslavia) 
and why names like "Muntii Tarcaului" and "Subcarpatii 
de Curbura" cannot appear as "Tarcau Mountains" and 
"Curve Su bcarpathians" respectively. On the whole the 
maps are easy to use and reasonably priced. 

David Turnock 

COTSWOLD TOURIST MAP 1:63 360 
Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1983 £2.75 

Issued as number 8 in its tourist map series this one 
inch scale map was first published in 1983 and has since 
gone through several updates. The format is similar to 
other maps in the series. A repackaged and reduced version 
of 1: SO 000 component sheets covering an area between 
Evesham and Cricklade, Gloucester and Chipping Norton, 
it uses Landranger symbology printed on a cream base, 
with the addition of some further tourist information. 
Additional marginal information is given including a 
location map and index to placenames. 

Criticisms of the map may be made on several counts. 
First it has a somewhat cluttered appearance, and names 
in too small a point size, the result of reducing Second 
Series Landranger information. Why not revise the specifi
cations of the whole tourist map series to the more modern 
metric scale when source information it taken directly 
from that scale? Also the rather subdued colours convey 
little impression of the relief of the area: it is difficult to 
discriminate contours or differentiate between the Vale of 
Gloucester, the Cotswold scarp and the Cotswold dip slope 
valleys. A comparison with the 1922 Popular edition 
tourist map Cheltenham and District, with its bold hypso
metric tints illustrates this weakness. Hill shading and 
tinting would have improved the clarity of the map. 
Finally, whilst the index to placenames is potentially 
useful, the tourist user of the index is likely to find it 
difficult to relate to the National Grid on the map sheet, 
since unfortunately the map area falls within 4 of the I 00 
km squares. More explanation is needed, or at least an 
overprint of 100 km letters on the map. 

Overall therefore, this is not one of the more successful 
additions to the OS tourist series. 

C.R. Perkins 

HAACK GEOGRAPHISCH KARTO
GRAPIDSCHER KALENDER 1987 
Gotha: VEB Hermann Haack, Geographisch
Kartographische Anstalt 

The Haack calendar always follows a theme, and this 
year it is the depiction of and attempts to show the 
distribution of plants and animals on early maps and 
representation of flora and fauna when serving purely 
as decoration. 

Examples are given from twelve cartographers including 
Philipp Apian, Abraham Ortelius and, much later, T.C. 
Lotter, Louis Denis and Chaumier. An extract from 
Sheet 21 of the Bavarian Land Tablets (1568) by Apian 
shows the largest woodlands of Upper Bavaria and ibexes 
on the Alpine ridges, whilst in Iceland from the Theatrum 
Orbis Te"arum (1585), reality and fantasy blend in the 
depiction of animals and monsters in the sea. 

On the map of the Hukwang Province (1663) by the 
Jesuit Martino Martini, the vegetation is disregarded but 
rice, as the principal cultivated plant, is boldly illustrated 
in the cartouche. One of the early thematic maps is the 
Distribution of Useful Plants in the World (1834), designed 
by Philipp von Canstein who arranged cultivated plants 
according to climatic regions - distributions are not 
shown by conventional signs but by notes in the various 
areas plus mean annual temperatures and warmest and 
coldest months. 

These are but four examples from this current calendar 
which remains a continuing source of information for 
historical cartography. 

T. Garfield 

FLYING CAMERA 87 
Learning from the Birds Eye View - Geography 
in Aerial and Satellite Pictures. 
From IFG-Verlag, Odenwaldring 38, D-6050 
Offenbach 

The subtitle of this eagerly awaited annual publication 
is very appropriate, for over the years this calendar has 
provided a rich source of illustrative geographical material 
and the latest version is no exception. 

The twelve illustrations are made up of six satellite 
images (three Thematic Mapper and three Multispectral 
Scanner) and six aerial photographs, and this review high
lights some of these. 

The Rift Valley, Kenya and Lake Titicaca, Peru are 
spectacular mountainous shots of inhospitable terrain 
from Landsat whilst some ten million people live in the 
area of the New York agglomeration shown at the 
remarkable scale of 1:100 000. Death Valley in the 
Mojave Desert proves that satellite image colours can 
often be quite artistic overall and a very important image 
from "Spot 1 ", Europe's first operational remote sensing 
satellite developed by France, portrays the complex 
geology of the Djebel Amour fold structures, Algeria. 

On the false colour photograph of Miyake Island, 
Japan, signs of recent volcanism can be clearly seen, as 
well as intensive cultivation in cleared forest patches 
regardless of the imminent danger. The Waalhaven and 
Eemshaven form part of the huge harbour complex of 
Rotterdam and included in this view is one of the world's 
largest container terminals. Any "Flying Camera" calendar 
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would not be complete without a "pattern" picture and 
here it is Mudflats in the Niger Delta, an oblique shot by 
the famous George Gerster. 

T. Garfield 

PAST WORLDS IN A LANDSCAPE: 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CROP MARKS IN 
LEICESTERSHIRE 
By James PickeTing and Robert F. Hart1ey. 
Leicester: Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries 
and Records Service, 1985. 80 pp. 
ISBN 0 85022 196 X £4.25 (paperback) 

The debt of archaeologists and landscape historians to 
aerial photography has grown immeasurably in recent 
years. The number of known archaeological sites has 
increased ten-fold since pre-war days and much of that 
can be attributed to aerial reconnaissance. However, most 
of them remain un-excavated and this creates difficulty in 
clear identification and dating from the air. 

Under the initial auspices of Professor St. Joseph the 
work of the Cambridge University Committee for Aerial 
Photography is now well known, but what this volume 
reveals is that much aerial photography remains in the 
hands of a small, dedicated band of amateurs. James 
Pickering has spent half a century flying over the East 
Midlands landscape and this book is a fitting testimony to 
his skill as an observer and interpreter of archaeological 
sites. Whereas many of the Cambridge photographs are of 
earthwork sites Pickering has focused upon crop marks, 
features which he carefully explains as either being 
partially destroyed earthworks, or more particularly, 
subterranean forms such as ditches and pits. It would 
appear that many of them are of prehistoric or Roman 
origin if we are to go by the limited amount of confir
matory excavation, although the text wisely refrains 
from attributing a date where uncertainty remains. 

The volume is organized into three parts: a sound, if 
brief, discussion of recent interpretations of British pre
history; a useful section on the history of aerial 
archaeology and how crop marks are identified, and a 
gazetteer of the county, divided into twenty -six areas 
and with maps to accompany each site. The areas them
selves show no conformity in size or the basis for their 
selection; some are morphological, such as the Wreake 
Valley, while others simply focus upon particularly 
prolific sites, such as the High Cross area on the Warwick
shire border. Some areas have a very low density of sites, 
notably the SE and SW, where a "poor crop mark 
sensitivity" arises through a cover of permanent pasture 
and unsuitable clay soils. Elsewhere, more pragmatic 
reasons prevail, such as the restricted flying zone around 
the East Midlands Airport. 

Despite the gaps in the evidence the gazetteer presents 
a new picture of prehistoric Leicestershire; of a heavily 
exploited countryside replete with farms, larger settle
ments and established field boundaries. Of particular 
interest are the extensive triple-ditched features in the east 
of the county, suggesting parallels with those of the 
Yorkshire Wolds and symptomatic, it seems, of a highly 
organized Bronze Age society. 

Several other counties have already had a similar 
treatment and this volume surely emphasizes the need for 
many more. With its high quality illustrations and very 
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readable text it will prove invaluable to anyone with an 
interest in the East Midlands landscape, quite apart from 
its wider value. Perhaps I am left with just one query. 
With so many sites uncertain of date are we correct to 
assume that most of them are prehistoric? What has 
become of the Saxon and medieval ditch, the Gruben
hauser and the moated homestead site? Have they been 
excluded from the authors' interpretations or are we to 
believe that they were not part of the Leicestershire 
landscape? 

P. Bigmore 

MENTAL MAPS 
By Peter Gou1d & Rodney White. London: A11en 
& Unwin, 2nd Edition, 1985 172 pp 
ISBN 0 04 526022 8. £5.95 (paperback) 
ISBN 0 04 526001 X. £15.00 (hardback) 

Mental Maps was first published in 1974. This second 
edition has been produced in response to changes in the 
economic climate and geography since then. The authors 
feel that an understanding of people's mental maps or 
images of places is of particular value in predicting riligra
tional trends. When Gould and White first wrote the book, 
the world economy was expanding and there was reason 
to believe that the developing countries were still develop
ing. The authors suggest that the images of places that 
people hold have changed more slowly than the economic 
reality. Cities of high unemployment and overcrowding 
and little economic growth are still attracting people 
from rural areas. 

The form these images take in our heads is not the 
subject of the book, rather the implications of our prefer
ences for certain areas and what controls their creation. 
The basic strategy is to put people in a fairly free hypo
thetical situation where they are asked to rank their order 
of preference for a series of places in terms of residential 
desirability. 

In Chapter Two, "Images of Britain", the results of work 
carried out in 1967 at 23 schools scattered over England, 
Wales and Scotland are described. School leavers were 
asked "Where would you like to live?". They marked 
directly on a county map their preferences for residence. 
Results from Bristol, Sevenoaks, Aberystwyth, Liverpool, 
Redcar and Inverness are discussed together with a 
description of the combined national perception surface. 
The results are shown on isoline maps and are described 
in a way appropriate to a relief map - gradients, cirques 
etc. The descriptions are clear, yet reasons for results 
consist largely of assumptions and tentative suggestions. 
For example, young Bristolians have a strong preference 
for their local area, yet there is a steep gradient lying to 
the north-west of Bristol, between England and Wales. 
The authors point out that "it is one of the steepest 
gradients on any mental map we have ever examined." 
They suggest that the schoolleavers may not have been to 
Wales as the Severn Bridge had not been built. But they 
admit that this is still speculation. Why do they dislike 
South Wales so much? Surely some subjective testing with 
straight forward questions would have supplemented their 
objective tests. 

The description of the general, or national, perception 
surface makes interesting reading. As one might expect 
there is a "Southern Plateau of Desire". However I was 



rather upset when told that I had been born in "the now 
well known Midland Mental Cirque"! The results are 
interesting but not staggering. 

Is it a case of dislike or simply ignorance? What has 
controlled their image of Britain? These would seem to be 
the more significant questions. Explorations into answering 
such questions are carried out in their similar studies of 
the USA. Ignorance surfaces are mapped using "iso
ignorans" and they suggest that there is a tendency for 
ignorance to rise with distance. It also varies according 
to where and how far we travel. Knowledge of "travel 
fields" therefore contributes to our understanding of 
levels of ignorance. Gould and White also suggest that as 
the population of an area increases the information it 
generates goes up. They found that states with very 
large populations generate very strong "information 
signals" which gradually attenuate the further one moves 
away from them. An equation can be used to predict the 
information people have. From their simple analysis they 
postulate the idea that a "person's information about 
geographical space is virtually determined by his location 
within an invisible, but very real information environ
ment." The information people carry around in their 
heads about the space around them can therefore be 
predicted quite accurately. Support for their ideas is 
illustrated by research in Canada, yet it does seem a pity 
that the examination of how mental images of places are 
generated is not made in a British context, bearing in 
mind that Chapter Two consisted entirely of images of 
Britain. For British readers then we are left with data 
twenty years old with no explanation as to how these 
images were created. 

Is a knowledge of mental images of places of any use? 
The authors address themselves to this question in 
Chapter Six. They summarize the findings of the surveys 
and suggest that locational decisions in the new quaternary 
sector of information technology should take into account 
people's mental images of places as a crucial input to 
policy decisions. This new industry is no longer constrained 
by the same factors that influenced the location of heavy 
industry etc. Britain is used as a prime example of where 
such new considerations should be made. Gould and 
White stress the problems being caused by the drift to the 
south which has now become choked. They write that 
"The spatial bias of the decision makers and, literally, the 
capitalists, who are mostly southerners, is reflected in the 
national perception surface of Britain." 

Even though it may be against their will people have to 
move south to fmd work, a move that takes them away 
from their preferred home. Gould and White suggest that, 
"Planning in a humane economy, that places people first, 
must surely consider the mental images as a crucial input 
to policy decisions." 

Having read Mental Maps with the knowledge that this 
is a second edition, I was hoping for a more up-to-date 
development of their earlier work. The direction that 
Geography has taken is toward assessing social welfare, 
highlighting to the planners the areas where problems 
exist such as high infant mortality. Publications such as 
the State of the Nation by Fothergill and Vincent are 
being produced to stress areas of need and make planners 
and politicians address such problems as the North-South 
divide. Planners are more likely to be influenced by fact 
provided by surveys of need than by people's perceptions 

of residential desirability. There is no doubt that the first 
edition of Mental Maps generated a lot of interest in what 
is a fascinating subject. Here at the Department of Geog
raphy, Portsmouth Polytechnic many undergraduate 
studies of mental maps have been carried out and have 
acted as springboards for further work. However, with a 
reference list that includes only one citation from the 
1980s out of a list of over sixty, one suspects that this 
work is somewhat out of date. 

Mental Maps is an interesting read, well written and. 
thought-provoking, yet I remain unconvinced as to the 
concept's practical value. 

Alastair Pearson 

REFEkENCE 
Fothergill S. and Vincent J. (1985) The State of the 

Nation. London & Sydney: Pan Books, 128 pp. 

A NEW KEY TO WILD FLOWERS 
By John Hayward 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987 
ISBN 0 521 28566 6 £8.95 (paperback) 
ISBN 0 521 24268 1 £25.00 (hardback) 

This is a welcome addition to the now quite large range 
of texts available to facilitate plant identification. It is 
particularly acceptable because it encompasses a wide 
range of plant types including non-flowering plants, herbs, 
shrubs, trees, aquatic plants, grasses, sedges and rushes. 
Lichens, however, are the notable exception and it is 
unfortunate that descriptions of some of the most common 
species are not included. Otherwise this text accomplishes 
what it sets out to do and provides a very good introduc
tion to the identification of the vast majority of the 
British flora. The text is clear and well illustrated with 
good line drawings and early sections on plant anatomy, 
descriptive and botanical terms are informative, with just 
enough detail to capture the interest of the beginner, for 
whom this book is chiefly intended. Even to the more 
experienced this will be a refreshing change from the 
often tedious and frequently off-putting detail in the 
more technical texts such as Clapham, Tutin and Warburg 
(1962 & 1981). 

The success of any book of this kind lies in the ease 
with which the key to species can be used, and its 
precision. In this text the key is well presented, providing 
first a description offarnilies from which it is then possible 
to proceed to species level. Inevitably emphasis is placed 
on flower characteristics such as colour and arrangements 
of petals etc., but there are also clear descriptions of leaf 
characteristics and arrangements. Hayward has managed 
to combine keys based on flower characteristics and 
vegetative keys, such as that in Rose ( 1981) to produce a 
viable composite key which is accessible to the beginner. 
The descriptions of individual species that make up the 
bulk of the text are equally well presented and well 
illustrated. 

However, although this text is more comprehensive in 
its overall content and despite the excellent key, many 
beginners and even more experienced people will still be 
drawn to the glossy coloured floras of Rose (1981) and 
Fitter et al (1978). The former is probably the chief 
competitor because it includes a strictly vegetative key 
and also contains a habitat key which can also prove 
extremely useful. In common with all the floras that I am 
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familiar with, one of the main drawbacks of this text is 
the lack of waterproofmg. Its format as a loose-leaf text 
allows for easy opening in the field but how many of us 
have ruined floras by enforced use in pouring rain? 
Obviously waterproofmg of this, or any other flora, would 
increase costs but this, I feel, would be a small price to 
pay for a text that is primarily intended for use in the 
field. 

Overall, and apart from a minor quibble about the lack 
of information on lichens, this text deserves to be success
ful, in keeping with the wealth of field experience that has 
gone into its compilation. 
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WOODLAND WALKS IN THE NORTH OF 
ENGLAND 
By Gerald Wilkinson. London: Webb & Bower. 
S<?utha~pton: Ordnance Survey, in association 
w1th M1chael Joseph Limited, 1986. 95 pp 
ISBN 0 86350 061 7 £5.95 
WOODLAND WALKS IN SCOTLAND 
By Gerald Wilkinson. London: Webb & Bower. 
Southampton: Ordnance Survey, in association 
with Michael Joseph Limited, 1986. 96 pp 
ISBN 0 86350 062 5 £5.95 

The two volumes under review form part of an 
attractive series of woodland walks based on a single
handed survey carried out by the author, Gerald Wilkinson, 
which his publishers describe as "the most comprehensive 
survey of the woodlands of England, Scotland and Wales 
ever published". The other titles making up the series are 
South-East England; South-West England; Central England; 
Wales and the Marches - around six hundred pages of 
information in all. 

Each volume is attractively produced with a colour 
photograph and a location map of the area under discussion 
on the front cover. Each is of handy size and suitable for 
pra~tical use in the field or for study purposes at home. In 
ge~t~g the results of the survey into book form the 
prmc1ple followed has been to divide Great Britain into 
70 sections beginning with section 1 covering the south
western portion of Cornwall and running east-west and 
south-north to reach section 70 for the far north of 
Scotland. Around ten sections are covered in each separate 
volume and a black and white map illustrating the dispo
sition of the sections is provided. 

At the beginning of each volume is a short introduction 
f?llowed by instructions on using the maps - an explana
tion of the symbols used; how to find a grid reference· list 
of abbreviations used and so on. The treatment of ~ach 
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individual section begins with a list of the relevant OS 
Landranger sheet numbers and the description of each 
woodland walk begins with information in code form 
which gives the National Grid reference (usually relating 
to a car park at an access point); the type of woodland 
(coniferous or deciduous); the extent of the wooded area· 
the type of walk involved (easy or difficult; whethe; 
there are many paths or trails etc); the owner of the 
wooded area. This coded information is followed by 
descriptions of the separate walks written in a rather 
chatty style a little reminiscent of Wainwright, though the 
descriptions are not step-by-step detailed aids in the 
Wainwright manner but provide more general information 
about the character of each site, its flora and fauna, the 
type of woodland it contains, access to the site, parking 
areas, views over the surrounding countryside, facilities 
for picnics, whether it is a quiet and undisturbed place or 
suffers from traffic noise. 

Each site is located on an OS sheet section at the scale 
of 5 miles to one inch and the sites themselves are shown 
in greater detail on the relevant portion of a 1 : 50 000 
sheet. Over 100 colour photographs supplement the text. 

The author is to be congratulated on the amount of 
fieldwork he has put into producing this survey and the 
enormous walking mileage he must have covered. His 
efforts have been well served by his publishers and his 
books can be highly recommended to all lovers of the 
countryside, to walkers and to those motorists who can 
be persuaded to emerge from their vehicles occasionally 
and take a closer look at our beautiful areas of woodland. 
I should perhaps just mention - as a good Lancastrian -
what a pleasure it was to find that the first illustration in 
the North of England volume showed oaks and birches 
colonizing colliery waste at Wigan! 

Alan Hodgkiss 

ORDNANCE SURVEY LEISURE GUIDE: 
COTSWOLDS 
Southampton: Ordnance Survey 
Basingstoke: Automobile Association, 1986. 
120 pp 

This is just one example of the joint publications that 
have blossomed forth from the Ordnance Survey since 
becoming more commercially minded. The tourist guide 
market is already well catered for but the combined 
talents of the slick and high quality production for which 
the AA is justly noted and the undeniably high standard 
of OS mapping, prove to be respected contenders for a 
share in this popular market. 

The guides are not pocket size: they are tending 
towards a larger format, 163 mm x 300 mm, but will fit 
comfortably in the car glove compartment. 

Presumably the contents are fairly standard -historical 
and topographical introduction to the area, the country
side and its habitat, villages and, in this case, a section 
about the Cotswold Way (one of the UK's long distance 
walks). A 38 page gazetteer gives details of around 70 
places in the Cotswolds, followed by a short directory 
concerning special interests, e.g. crafts, gardens, markets. 
The atlas section, introduced by 2 pages of conventional 
signs, consists of 16 pages of one inch maps from the 
Cotswold's Tourist Sheet, and here the larger page size 
pays dividends. Descriptive details for 3 comprehensive 
motor tours follow, shown on 1: 250 000 maps, and 



fmally, there are I6 walks illustrating the varying topog
raphy and the historical and human geography of the 
region; these pages are particularly attractive, each featur
ing a I: 250 000 map highlighted by a descriptive 
commentary in black type on a grey background. 

The expertise of the AA ensures that the illustrations 
are first rate, making the guides a pleasure to study. They 
provide excellent introductions to new areas. This reviewer 
appreciated the information given, especially the walks, 
but on a minor issue would like to point out that 
Chastleton House is open to the public (Walk I6). 
Although large they are fairly light and the laminate cover 
is long lasting. Based on experiences with the guide under 
review the series can be highly recommended. 

T. Garfield 

THE ORDNANCE SURVEY GUIDE TO 
GARDENS IN BRITAIN 
Twickenham: Country Life Books, 1986. 320 pp. 
60 maps £6.95 

Britain is fortunate in its variety of gardens sparming 
centuries of garden history and for the great variety of 
plants brought from all corners of the world; it is, there
fore, quite appropriate for the Ordnance Survey to be 
part of a publishing team promoting this particular aspect 
of our heritage. 

The guide is arranged in regions and a map shows that 
there are seven of these. Within each one the gardens are 
in alphabetical order, individual entries consisting of 
description, location, grid references, a colour illustration 
and a full page map. Maps at the start of each section 
show the broad location of the gardens on a white base 
with county boundaries delineated in blue and urban areas 
indicated; a generous overlap makes it easy to understand 
the relationship with the bordering regions. The book is 
pocket size I90 mm x II6 mm and has durable varnished, 
embossed board covers. The OS map extracts make 
fmding the gardens an easy task as well as providing visual 
details of shape and size. Some of the illustrations seem to 
lack sparkle but in use the guide was an informative 
companion and forms one of a useful series, other titles 
covering houses and castles. 

T. Garfield 

CORRECTION 
In reviewing A.D.M. Phillips's edition of the I775 map 

of Staffordshire by William Yates (SUC Bulletin Vol 20/ I 
p 49) I praised twelve black and white maps which illustra
ted various aspects of the county in Dr Phillips's introduc
tion. Perhaps rather rashly I hazarded a guess that these 
maps, which were not credited to any cartographer, had 
been the work of my old friend Rodney Fry. Dr Phillips, 
however, has kindly put me right on this point and tells 
me that the maps were in fact the work of Mrs Muriel 
Patrick. It therefore gives me much pleasure to redirect 
my praise from Rodney to Mrs Patrick who is, of course, 
Chief Cartographer in the Department of Geography, 
University of Keele, and whose work over the past fifteen 
years has done so much to enhance the published work of 
the Department. 

Alan Hodgkiss 
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HISTORY OF CARTOGRAPHY CONFERENCE 
In collaboration with the International Society for the 

History of Cartography, The Netherlands Society for· 
Cartography (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Kartografie) is 
organizing the 13th International Conference on the 
History of Cartography, to be held in Amsterdam, Leiden 
and The Hague from 25 June to I July, 1989. 

Persons interested in receiving the first circular of the 
Conference, to be issued in April1988, should write to: 

The Organizing Committee 
The History of Cartography Conference 
c/o Jan Werner, Universiteitsbibliotheek van 
Amsterdam 
PO Box 19I85 
1000 GD AMSTERDAM 
The Netherlands 
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